









THE SIGNAL OF REGARD: WILLIAM GODWIN’S CORRESPONDENCE NETWORKS

Pamela Clemit




The letter is a gift of attention, in which the writer seeks to communicate regard by means of a signal crafted uniquely for the recipient. The concept of regard, as developed by the economic historian Avner Offer, indicates both attention and approbation. Adam Smith took it to be the driver of human exchange in emotions as much as in commerce. The exchange of regard captures the logic of a prodigious correspondent like William Godwin. The personalization of the gift signal is an attempt to convey an obligation to reciprocate. Godwin was attuned to this obligation and worked hard to fulfil it — with varying degrees of success. His correspondents encompassed almost every significant literary and political figure on the political left from the era of the French Revolution to the 1832 Reform Act. The children of the Godwin household were nourished by bonds of reciprocity, which they developed and extended when, in adulthood, they dispersed across Europe. The letters of Godwin and his correspondents embody a larger conversation, allowing intimacy to be preserved at a distance. The signals they once created for each other may now be received by us.


In 1970, the British comedy team Monty Python’s Flying Circus produced a sketch inspired by Emily Brontë’s fictional masterpiece: “The Semaphore Version of Wuthering Heights”. Catherine is out on the moors waving hand-held flags. She is trying to communicate with her flag-waving lover Heathcliff, who is perched on a distant rocky outcrop. But her signal is intercepted by her husband, also flag-waving, down in the valley. The semaphore system was invented by a Frenchman, Claude Chappe, in 1792 and put into service in the French Revolutionary Wars (Burns, 36–44); but, as far as we know, the English Romantics did not use it. The technology they used to reach each other was much older: letter-writing. My focus here is on personal letters — between friends, family, lovers, and strangers.
This was a world without e-mail or telephone. When people wished to talk to each other, and were far apart, they communicated by writing on a sheet of paper, which they sent through the post. The post, in Voltaire’s words, was “the consolation of life”: “those who are absent, by its means become present” (6:  285). Interpersonal communication over distance had a scarcity value — a value we have largely lost through the cheapening of communication — and expectations were high. When William Godwin visited Charlotte Smith at Elstead in April 1805 (returning five days later), he wrote to his second wife Mary Jane Godwin on the day he left: “The first thing I think of … is to write a letter to the sympathising & matured partner of my fire-side, & to present to her a little journal of my impressions & sensations” (Clemit 2: 343). When he visited Edinburgh for a month in the spring of 1816, he wrote to his wife two or three times a week. Letters stood in for a larger conversation. They allowed intimacy to be preserved at a distance, an intimacy sometimes more intense and with different qualities to that available face-to-face. 
Writing letters took an effort. Letters are compositions, however spontaneous they may appear: they are written according to specific conventions and designed for the particular reader the writer has in mind. Surviving manuscript letters of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries represent texts at many different stages of composition, reflecting the labour that went into producing them. Letters sent through the post were usually written on single sheets of paper folded in half to create four pages. The middle section of the fourth page was left blank to accommodate the address, so that the sheet could be folded with the flaps tucked in, and sealed. If the text required more space, the author would write across the top and bottom of the fourth page, or would cross-write, adding vertical writing to pages of horizontal writing, creating a gridlike effect. Shorter letters were written on half-sheets, with the address on the other side; brief, informal notes might be written on scraps of paper. Sometimes salutations and signatures would be omitted to save space.
Many letters are preserved in draft, representing texts in flux through the different stages of composition and revision. They show that the letter was a formal mode of communication. It was not only intended for someone else to read, but was a mode of self-presentation, conveying different levels of intimacy and formality — for example, in decisions about whether to allow crossings-out and additions, or whether to prepare a revised, flawless text. Form mattered: it was important to get it right, even if this meant writing it out several times before sending it. 
In each case, the writer has made an effort to gratify a particular individual. He or she has focused his attention on that individual for a good deal of time, perhaps several hours. The value which the letter conveys is the value of “regard”. Regard is an attitude of approbation. It can take many forms: “acknowledgement, attention, acceptance, respect, reputation, status, power, intimacy, love, friendship, kinship, sociability” (Offer, “Between the Gift and the Market,” 451). The idea was originally formulated by Adam Smith in The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759). He described the sole purpose of economic activity as the acquisition of regard: “To be observed, to be attended to, to be taken notice of with sympathy, complacency, and approbation, are all the advantages which we can propose to derive from it” (50).  For Smith, regard was the driver of human exchange in emotions as well as in commerce. 
The exchange of regard is a concept which captures the logic of much Romantic-period letter writing. The letter is a unilateral signal of approbation — in other words, a gift. How does the exchange of gifts differ from the trade in commodities? In commercial exchange, the counterparties each acquire gains from trade and incur transaction costs. In gift exchange, the interaction is a transaction benefit, over and above the gains from trade. The exchange of letters is a good in itself, irrespective of content. Regard is “at the very least ... a grant of attention, and attention is a scarce resource” (Offer, “Between the Gift and the Market,” 452). The more attention bestowed in the writing of a letter, the greater its value to the recipient.
The effort of a letter-writer goes beyond a grant of attention: he or she also seeks to communicate a signal which is crafted uniquely for the recipient. In the economy of regard, the purpose of communication is not to convey one-sided, purely altruistic regard, but to secure it from our counterpart: sympathy is not separate from self-interest (Offer, “Self-interest, Sympathy”). The best way to get another person’s approbation is to provide them with our own:  the personalization of the gift signal is an attempt to convey an obligation to reciprocate. Letter-writers were self-conscious about this obligation and worked hard to fulfil it. John Keats, for example, began a correspondence with his younger sister Fanny by playfully drawing her into a compact of reciprocity which would elicit a further exchange: “Let us now begin a regular question and answer — a little pro and con; letting it interfere as a pleasant method of my coming at your favorite little wants and enjoyments, that I may meet them in a way befitting a brother … and adapt my Scribblings to your Pleasure” (Rollins 1: 153). Claire Clairmont, on the other hand, took her stepsister Mary Shelley to task because her letters were not sufficiently tuned to the recipient: “Your letters to me are very curious — they always seem written as if mine to you have never been received and you had not an idea of what was passing in my thoughts” (Stocking 2: 332). 
The regard signal is fallible and this is part of its value. The misery caused by its failure can be seen in Mary Wollstonecraft’s letters to Gilbert Imlay, her inconstant lover and the father of her first child. She wrote to him in January 1794: “You have, by your tenderness and worth, twisted yourself more artfully round my heart, than I supposed possible” (Todd 245). But Imlay (the recipient of 76 letters) did not respond to her “new language” of feeling. His infrequent replies dwindled to notes — “only half a dozen hasty lines, that have damped all the rising affection of my soul” (Todd 279) — and then silence. This led Mary Wollstonecraft down a spiral of “continual inquietude” (Todd 275), culminating in two suicide attempts. In Godwin (to whom she wrote 146 letters over a briefer span) she found a man receptive to her signals. As she gained assurance that “the writer loved me,” she began to evolve new modes of communication, using dashes and broken words: “I am overflowing with the kindest sympathy — I wish I may find you at home when I carry this letter, to drop it in the box, — that I may drop a kiss with it into your heart, to be embalmed, till we meet, closer Don’t read the last word — I charge you!” (Todd 371). Tuning the signal to the partner’s needs required constant vigilance. “Is that the right style for a letter?” Godwin wrote to Mary Wollstonecraft on 5 June 1797, the day after setting off to visit the Wedgwood family at Etruria (Clemit 1: 209). She was buoyed by his promptness and replied affirmatively, “I find you can write the kind of letter a friend ought to write”; but by the middle of the month she felt he was slipping: “Your latter letters might have been address [sic] to any body” (Todd 417, 421).
Letters were part of a reciprocal exchange, but reciprocity was constrained by time and cost. At Etruria, Godwin explained to Mary Wollstonecraft, “the messenger who brings the letters from Newcastle under Line, 2 miles, carries away the letters you have already written. In case of emergency however, you can answer letters by return of post, & send them an hour after the messenger, time enough for the mail” (Clemit 1: 215). He was reassuring his pregnant wife that any lapses in correspondence were due to the household’s postal practices, not his own inconstancy, and that he could be reached quickly if necessary. (In the event, he wrote three long letters over six days.) 
Patterns of letter-writing were shaped by the contemporary postal service. Before the introduction of the envelope and the adhesive postage stamp in 1840, there were three distinct postage systems: the Penny Post (or Twopenny Post after 1801), the Inland Mail, and the Foreign Letter Office (Robinson 195-206). All three came under the jurisdiction of the General Post Office, which, by 1800, had become “a national institution with agents throughout the land” (Whyman 47). Its expansion during the second half of the eighteenth century was largely due to the reforms of two individuals. Ralph Allen created a nationwide network of mail roads, and John Palmer changed the way that mail was delivered by replacing post boys on horseback with high-speed mail coaches which obtained freedom of the road by blasting a horn (Robinson 99–112, 126–40, 132–3). The baby Fanny Imlay “was so pleased with the noise of the mail-horn,” Mary Wollstonecraft reported to Imlay from Hull, “she has been continually imitating it” (Todd 296). Improvements in service brought high postal costs. In 1797, it cost 3d. to send a single sheet fifteen miles; 4d. for thirty miles; up to 7d. for 150 miles; and 8d. from London to Edinburgh (or vice versa). In 1801 the rates were raised further; and in 1805, charges rose again: 1s. 1d. to send a single sheet from London to Edinburgh (Robinson 154–5, 156). Postage within Great Britain was usually paid by the recipient, but letters going abroad were charged to both the sender and the recipient. Given the expense of postage, many letters were handled by private messenger, usually a personal servant.
Letter-writing is often thought of as a binary exchange, but the reading or writing of letters was often shared by family and friends. “G. puts the pen into my hand, and willingly I take it,” Mary Jane Godwin wrote in September 1805 to “Uncle James,” one of Mary Wollstonecraft’s brothers, before filling two pages left blank by her husband (Clemit 2: 359, 360). The sharing of paper was a common practice to avoid the expense of two sheets, especially when writing abroad (James Wollstonecraft was then serving in the Navy in the West Indies). But it also complicated the regard signal. A letter crystallizes the signal of regard and makes it available again and again, each time it is read. In shared letters, the emotional charge is different for every individual concerned, whether author or recipient. “It was of course very distressing to me, to find that you had departed for the continent during my absence,” Godwin wrote to his estranged daughter Mary and her lover P. B. Shelley on 29 May 1816 (Stocking 1: 47). They had taken off while he was in Edinburgh, leaving him to pursue a financial negotiation opened in partnership with P. B. Shelley and stymied by his absence. Then Godwin passed the double sheet to Fanny Imlay — “Papa has given to me this space of paper to fill & seal” — who communicated a different signal: “I love you for your selves alone” (Stocking 1: 48). When Godwin was away in Norfolk in 1808, visiting his dying mother, his wife procured franks (i.e. the signature of a person, often an MP, who was entitled to send letters free of charge) for each of the children to write a separate letter (Robinson 113–15, 153; Stocking 1: 2). She cleverly arranged for the emotionally vulnerable absent father to receive a multiple infusion of regard from individual family members, while initiating the next generation into the reciprocal practices of adult society.
The absence of letters, when expected, was always a matter of concern. “‘No letters from England!’” Samuel Taylor Coleridge wrote to his wife Sara from Germany in November 1798: “Through the whole remaining day I am incapable of every thing but anxious imaginations, of sore and fretful feelings” (Griggs 1: 445–6). He was right to be worried. The letters from England, when they came, communicated news of the illness and death of his baby son Berkeley. The news was made worse because Sara and his friend Thomas Poole withheld it: Berkeley died in February 1799 but Coleridge did not receive the news until April of that year (Griggs 1: 478 and note 2). In delaying their letters, Poole and Sara undermined the expectation of regularity between correspondents. The delay itself became a signal. Letters were signs of life and disruptions in reciprocity could mean the worst. 
Such contingencies could even shape individual letters. On 15 September 1797, Mary Wollstonecraft’s old friend, the United Irishman Archibald Hamilton Rowan, who was living in exile in America, wrote to congratulate her on her marriage to Godwin — “I rejoice most sincerely that you have such a companion protector & friend” — but didn’t post the letter. On 17 November he added a further paragraph: “This has been lying by me and the last papers announce a melancholy event — and have you so shortly enjoyed the calm repose I hoped you were in possession of. I hope the report is false: if true, let this convey my condolance to Mr G.” (Bod. MS Abinger c. 41, fols. 7r, 8r). The double charge of congratulations and condolence was received by Godwin alone. Mary Wollstonecraft had died on 10 September, shortly after giving birth to a daughter, Mary Godwin (later, Mary Shelley).
Such breaks in the chain of reciprocity highlight the multiple functions of letter-writing. Anthropologists have argued that reciprocal exchange of gifts fosters a stable social order (Mauss). Letters were not only a vehicle for exchange of information or opinions, but played an important role in upholding and reaffirming a set of relations. “How comes it that I hear from none of you?” Coleridge wrote to Poole in November 1798: “Am I not a Friend, a Husband, a Father?” (Griggs 1: 441). Letters were written to meet psychological, social, and cultural needs — sometimes all three within the same text. They brought people together, strengthened family relationships, and helped to build social networks on which everyone depended.
A survey of scholarly editions of Romantic-period letters suggests that the dominant model for correspondence groupings is that of hub and spoke: a “master-correspondent” is the focal point, surrounded by acolytes (Godwin, Coleridge, P. B. Shelley). But in many cases the wheel also had a rim. Godwin corresponded with Amelia Alderson (later, Opie) and Mary Hays, each of whom corresponded separately with Mary Wollstonecraft, who also corresponded directly with him. P. B. Shelley corresponded with Leigh Hunt and Mary Shelley, who also corresponded separately with each other, and with Godwin. When two “master-correspondents” wrote to each other, correspondence groups became linked in a larger network. For example, Coleridge and Godwin wrote to each other, were discussed by each other in letters to other members of the group, and corresponded with figures in each other’s circle (Charles Lamb, John Thelwall, Thomas Wedgwood). The same may be said of Godwin and P. B. Shelley (who were additionally linked by kinship ties). These letters between men rarely have the intensity or duration of binary exchanges between women in the Godwin epistolary network, notably Mary Shelley’s correspondence with her mother’s friend Maria Gisborne, and, later, with Claire Clairmont. 
What made these correspondents keep on writing? Letters create or maintain shared interests over distance and (often) over time. In the era of the French Revolution, many of those interests were political (Favret 24–33). In 1791 the London shoemaker Thomas Hardy sought to capitalize on the bonding mechanisms inherent in letter-writing by forming a society “to correspond with individuals and societies of men” on the subject of parliamentary reform. He proposed a low subscription of a penny per week and a policy of “Members ... unlimited” (qtd. in Goodwin 190–1). The aim was to recruit unenfranchised groups, journeymen, tradesmen, and mechanics of the metropolis, together with middle-class radicals who had the education and capacity to provide political leadership. The London Corresponding Society spread its net wide: it exchanged letters and papers on political reform not only with literary and philosophical societies in the English provinces, but also with French revolutionary assemblies and clubs. 
Many middle-class radicals were wary of political organizations. They wrote private letters in the hope of establishing solidarity with like-minded individuals. After Godwin read Thomas Paine’s Rights of Man (1791-2), he attempted to initiate a reciprocal interaction by sending a personalized signal to the author: “I believe that a cordial & unreserved intercourse between men employed in the same great purposes, is of the utmost service to their own minds & to their cause” (Clemit 1: 65). The letter resulted in a meeting at the publisher Joseph Johnson’s, but Paine had little to say. Godwin then wrote inviting him to dine at his house. Paine did not reply. Godwin’s signals had failed. 
Coleridge had better luck with John Thelwall. He started by sending a gift. He wrote to Thelwall in the spring of 1796 enclosing a copy of his newly-published Poems on Various Subjects. He was encouraged by Thelwall’s response: “You have given me ‘the affection of a Brother’: and I repay you in kind. Your letters demand my friendship & deserve my esteem” (Griggs 1: 212). The grooming progressed through exchange of books and opinions, personal disclosure, and the sending of affectionate regards to Thelwall’s wife and children. By December of that year the two men were sufficiently intimate (on paper) for Coleridge to write: “I would to God we could sit by a fireside & joke vivâ voce, face to face — Stella & Sara, Jack Thelwall, & I!” (Griggs 1: 295). In July 1797, Coleridge and Thelwall met in person when Thelwall visited Coleridge at Nether Stowey. Thelwall also became acquainted with William and Dorothy Wordsworth, who were living nearby at Alfoxden House, and later sought to emulate the group’s idyll of literary retirement on the banks of the River Wye. The letters were less frequent after this visit, suggesting that the correspondence had achieved its aim.
In the case of Godwin and Coleridge, reciprocity was kicked off by the experience of personal intimacy. This began when Coleridge called on Godwin on 4 December 1799, two days after the publication of the latter’s St Leon: A Tale of the Sixteenth Century. They met every few days from that date to the end of March 1800, when, Godwin recorded, “Coleridge breakfasts, dines, & sleeps,” after which he stayed at Godwin’s home for two more days before heading north to visit Wordsworth in Cumberland (Myers). The intrinsic satisfaction of personal interchange was such that both men sought to sustain it in letters. Coleridge wrote to Godwin on 21 May 1800: “You must come & write your next work at my house. — My dear Godwin! I remember you with so much pleasure & our conversations so distinctly, that, I doubt not, we have been mutually benefited” (Griggs 1: 588). Godwin was especially attuned to the pacing of exchange. He abstained from writing to Coleridge out of sequence because he felt it “an undesirable circumstance that two letters, without relation to or acquaintance with each other, should cross on the road, instead of having those reciprocal bearings & friendly comments in their structure, which constitute the best sense of the word Correspondence” (Clemit 2: 168). He was able to distil the signal of regard in a way calculated to reinvigorate the interchange: “I longed for the opportunity of engrafting your quince upon my apple-tree, & melting & combining several of your modes of feeling & deciding, into the substance of my mind ... I feel myself a purer, a simpler, a more unreserved & natural being in your company than in that of almost any human creature” (Clemit 2: 169). Coleridge bounced back: “I suppose, that this arises in great measure from my own ebullient Unreservedness — something too, I will hope, may be attributed to the circumstance, that my affections are interested deeply in my opinions” (Griggs 1: 620). In Coleridge, Godwin may have found someone whose intellectual and emotional stature helped to fill the void left by the loss of Mary Wollstonecraft. The bond of regard between the two men never faded. Though they drifted apart in later years, each left a permanent imprint on the mind and writings of the other.
A generation later, P. B. Shelley wrote to Godwin, seeking to establish a dynamic between master and student. In a letter of introduction dated 10 January 1812, he reconstructed his aristocratic upbringing in terms of Godwin’s An Enquiry concerning Political Justice (1793). A childhood of “passive obedience,” in which “coercion obviated its own intention,” had given way to adolescent withdrawal from the world, fuelled by “extravagant romances” and “ancient books of Chemistry and Magic” (Jones 1: 227). However, these youthful fantasies had now been overtaken by a sense of duty to humanity — and the catalyst for this transformation, P. B. Shelley flatteringly declared, was a reading of Godwin’s “inestimable book on ‘Political Justice’”: “till then I had existed in an ideal world; now I found that in this universe of ours there was enough to excite the interest of the heart, enough to employ the discussions of Reason” (Jones 1: 227–8). Godwin could not resist. The pair became locked into a repetitive, self-enforcing bond: “I take up the pen again immediately on the receipt of yours” (Philp 1: 73). P. B. Shelley bombarded Godwin with pamphlets on Irish reform, and Godwin issued a series of warnings about the dangers of politicizing working men in Dublin. P. B. Shelley’s letters echo the language of debates among 1790s radicals (including Godwin) on the best means of effecting political reform. Godwin’s cautious replies are imbued with his lived experience of the 1790s, and his memories of the scenes he had witnessed in Ireland, in the aftermath of the 1798 Rebellion, recorded in letters home to James Marshall and Coleridge (Clemit 2: 147–65). The exchange was played out before an audience, as an exercise in collective political education: “You cannot imagine how much all the females of my family, Mrs. G. and three daughters, are interested in your letters and your history” (Philp 1: 76). This overdetermined signal brought P. B. Shelley to Godwin’s doorstep — and the rest is history.
Letters had a special role to play in the lives of those at odds with contemporary norms. Traditionally there were strong epistolary networks among dissenters, who were excluded from participation in civic life by the legal requirement that all who held offices under the Crown should receive the sacrament according to Anglican rites (Whyman 117–18, 154–6). Their minority position drove them together. The Pattisson family of Witham, Essex, were, like Godwin, brought up and educated in the traditions of Independency (Congregationalism). They formed a tightly knit letter-writing circle over several generations. Surviving materials include the correspondence of three young men in the 1790s: William Pattison, who was sympathetic to democratic principles; Thomas Amyot, an Anglican who, he wrote in May 1794, made “Politics a very small part of [his] study” (Corfield and Evans 56); and Henry Crabb Robinson, a Unitarian and ardent supporter of Godwin. In 1794 and 1795 all three were articled clerks in training as attorneys, Pattisson at Diss (in Norfolk), Amyot in Norwich, and Robinson at Colchester. Their three-way correspondence aimed at self-education: they discussed not only the law, but also politics, literature, religion, and political philosophy. They went to some trouble to establish genuine reciprocity — “It will certainly be much better to write at stated times than to send & receive a Letter on the same Day” — and their writing style could be blunt. “You are an Ass,” Amyot wrote to Robinson in February 1796, “for filling so much of your last Letter with the praises of Godwin’s Pamphlet … He is still in a dream of Theory, but he does not snore loud enough to disturb the peace of his neighbours” (Corfield and Evans 62, 135). The pamphlet in question was Considerations on Lord Grenville’s and Mr Pitt’s Bills (1796), which led to a quarrel between Godwin and Thelwall. Amyot reported to Robinson the two men’s reconciliation at Norwich later that year: “I have since seen them walking together round our Castle Hill ... Like Gog & Magog or the two Kings of Brentford they will now go hand in hand in their glorious schemes” (Corfield and Evans 140–1). By 1798 the three-way interchange had lost its impetus, with Pattisson resolving “to avoid politicks & be merely a private Character” (Corfield and Evans 158); but the three men remained friends. Their correspondence provides evidence of the absorption and rejection of advanced ideas among the rank and file of the radical intelligentsia, and a counterpart to the dominant voices of Coleridge and Wordsworth.
The reliance on letters for self-improvement was especially common among women dissenters, who were excluded from institutions of higher education. In the 1780s, Mary Hays, who worshipped with her family at a Baptist Chapel in Southwark, established a correspondence with the rational dissenter Robert Robinson. He educated his daughters as he did his sons and, in a letter dated 18 January 1783, rejected her supplication to him as an acolyte: “No, you are not my pupil, but my friend” (qtd. in Walker 38). Hays went on to establish epistolary relations with other prominent dissenters, such as George Dyer and William Frend. By November 1792 she was in correspondence with Mary Wollstonecraft, who warned her, “your male friends will still treat you like a woman” (Todd 210); but when Hays began to correspond with Godwin in 1794, she found another man willing to treat her as an intellectual equal — for which she was not entirely prepared. Like many of Godwin’s correspondents, Hays wrote to him not only for intellectual stimulation but also to work out the problems of living. In her letters she began to intersperse discussion of Political Justice with the story of her unreciprocated love for William Frend. How could she combat the excessive feelings that threatened to overwhelm her? Godwin told her that it was “weak & criminal” to have made her peace of mind depend on someone else: “The principle by which alone man can become what man is capable of being, is Independence” (Clemit 1: 154). Hays wrote back indignantly: “Why call woman, miserable, oppress’d & impotent, woman, crushed & then insulted — why call her to an ‘independence’ which not nature, but the accursed & barbarous laws of society have denied her?” (Clemit 1: 156, note 10). She may have been dismayed by Godwin’s advice to act like a man, but she addressed him with the same outspoken frankness with which he had written to her. Godwin’s commitment to unreserved social communication, in both speech and writing, encouraged women to present themselves as the discursive equals of men.
Letters also had a special importance in maintaining friendships between women. “The party of free women is augmenting considerably,” Claire Clairmont wrote to Mary Shelley in September 1834: “Why do not they form a club and make a society of their own” (Stocking 1: 314). In reality the party of free women (by which Claire Clairmont meant the separated, widowed, or single) was dispersed across Europe and kept together by writing letters. The family’s early tutelage in reciprocal exchange paid dividends. Deep ties were forged between the associates and heirs of Mary Wollstonecraft in the early nineteenth century. 
Exile was a test of reciprocity. When the Shelleys left England for good in March 1818, Mary Shelley carried a letter of introduction from Godwin to Maria Gisborne, in which he drew on his relational capital with the older woman for his daughter’s benefit. Maria Gisborne (then Maria Reveley) had been close to both Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft in the early 1790s. When she was widowed in 1799, Godwin sent her passionate letters proposing marriage — but she chose John Gisborne instead and moved with him to Leghorn. In his 1818 letter of introduction, Godwin recalled Maria Gisborne’s early care of his new-born daughter: “You perhaps recollect an unfortunate female infant, of which I was the father, that you took into your house, & were kind enough to protect for a week, a very few days after its birth. That child proposes to herself the pleasure of putting these lines into your hands” (Cameron, et al. 5: 512). Mary Shelley noted in her journal on 9 May 1818: “Mrs Gisborne calls in the evening with her husband — she is reserved yet with easy manners” (Feldman and Scott-Kilvert 209). The next day, Maria Gisborne called alone, and Mary Shelley recorded “a long conversation with her about My father & Mother” (Feldman and Scott-Kilvert 209). When the Shelleys moved on to Bagni di Lucca a month later, the two women began a correspondence which lasted until the end of Maria Gisborne’s life. 
The Shelleys were socially isolated — “we know no one” (Bennett 1: 77) — and constantly on the move, ideal conditions for Mary Shelley to establish a bond of intimacy with her mother’s friend. Her side of the exchange gives a detailed picture of her life with P. B. Shelley, their work in progress (separately and together), their travels and lodgings, and the illnesses, deaths, and births of children: “The little boy takes after me, and has a nose that promises to be as large as his grandfather’s,” Mary Shelley wrote to Maria Gisborne shortly after the birth of Percy Florence on 12 November 1819 (Bennett 1: 112). Like all letters, they should be read for their omissions as well as for what they include. It was to Maria Gisborne that Mary Shelley confided a long, harrowing account of the last days and drowning of P. B. Shelley and Edward Williams, written on the day of their cremation on 15 August 1822: “Today — this day — the sun shining in the sky — they are gone to the desolate sea coast to perform the last offices to their earthly remains. Hunt, LB. & Trelawny” (Bennett 1: 249).
Letters like this were written to share the physical and emotional challenges that women experienced in common. They cover everything from domestic minutiae to major life-events. In communicating these experiences, authors constructed narratives of their lives. Their letters are not the background to creative work, but are creative work in themselves. “I have not the art of letter writing,” Mary Shelley wrote to Claire Clairmont in 1845: “You have to an eminent degree” (Bennett 3: 271). Trelawny, writing in 1837, begged for one of her “long flighty fanciful beautiful letters” (Forman 205). Among the qualities which Claire Clairmont’s correspondents admired was her skill in creating a narrative of her life-experiences with directness, immediacy, and a sense of dramatic timing. On 29 April 1825, for instance, she wrote to Jane Williams from Moscow (where she spent five years as an English teacher):
One’s intimate friend here is sure to live nine versts off, and such as have many acquaintances, or go to many parties, pass whole days and nights in their equipages — Neatness in a Russian Woman’s dress can never be expected; for the paving is so bad, the ruts, holes and mud so numerous and excessive, that before one arrives at the end of one’s journey, one’s whole dress is in disorder; every pin in it has jumped out; every curl has been jolted out of its place, and to finish the list of grievances, of which I have only spoken of the hundredth part, tho’ last not least, come the troops of black-beetles, bugs and ear-wigs, which swarm in every Russian house — I have foresworn sleep in Russia — never any where did I sleep so little. I see nothing but these horrid animals crawling about all day, and my imagination is so affected, that it seems to me always as if my bed were covered by a troop of black insects — Enough of the horrid subject! my letter blackens to my eyes, even as I write — (Stocking 1: 222) 
The sense of alienation, low spirits, and physical discomfort which Claire Clairmont experienced in Moscow are converted through the structured energy of her writing into a bitter comic art.
Literary writers composed letters with an eye to posterity. Few looked into futurity as unblinkingly as Keats, who urged his sister Fanny: “You will preserve all my Letters and I will secure yours — and thus in the course of time we shall each of us have a good Bundle — which, hereafter, when things may have strangely altered and god knows what happened, we may read over together and look with pleasure on times past” (Rollins 1: 156). Nonetheless, the value of all the letters under discussion was recognized by the numerous acts of preservation which have made them available to us. Godwin kept copies of his outgoing letters and preserved many incoming ones. After Mary Wollstonecraft died, he arranged their correspondence in a numbered chronological sequence, supplying dates where they were missing, and stored them among his papers for posterity. Mary Shelley’s and Claire Clairmont’s letters to the Gisbornes were valued so highly that John Gisborne made copies of them in his notebooks. Many different agents, interests, and motives contribute to the preservation (or destruction) of letters. The story of the survival of letters is also a story of the transformation of value.
For family members, letters are not the inscriptions of a random person: they are portions of a known or remembered individual, which can be preserved. A member of the family, by virtue of kinship, has an enhanced value. When that member is a significant literary figure, the value is enhanced many times. The aura of the celebrated author is absorbed and reflected by other family members, and their self worth and social worth are enhanced by the association. When Godwin died in 1836, his daughter Mary Shelley was left in control of several distinct but related archives: her mother’s; her father’s; her husband’s; and her own (Clemit 1: xxiv–xxix). Since 1823 Mary Shelley had been engaged in the preparation of editions in which she aimed to fix the value of her husband’s writings (including his letters). When Godwin died, she embarked on a further project, a two-volume edition of his memoirs and correspondence, which she abandoned less than halfway through. Her preparatory work, making copies of fragile originals, ensured the preservation of many letters. When Mary Shelley died in 1851, the entire archive passed to her son, Sir Percy Florence Shelley, and his wife Jane, Lady Shelley, who eventually gave the portion relating to P. B. Shelley and Mary Shelley (including their correspondence) to the Bodleian Library. The rest of the papers were handed down through the family until they were bequeathed to James Richard Scarlett (8th Baron Abinger). James recognized the importance of making the papers available to scholars. He allowed them to be microfilmed, and between 1974 and 1993 deposited the originals at the Bodleian Library (but did not cede ownership). When he died in 2002, the Bodleian Library purchased the Abinger papers from his son.
Other letters were preserved by intervention of a different type: the obsessive activity of collectors. They became the agents of preservation of non-family letters which were sold on the open market. One such collector was Carl H. Pforzheimer, a self-made New York financier (Wagner and Fischer 8–13). From the 1920s, Pforzheimer was driven by a passion for collecting books and manuscripts for his private library. His principal interest was in P. B. Shelley, but he set out to build a collection that would document the lives of the entire Godwin/Shelley family, and of their associates. Along with literary manuscripts, he bought deeds, wills, bills, and, above all, correspondence. Pforzheimer’s addiction to correspondence suggests that the items he collected were worth more to him than their market value: he appreciated their uniqueness as parts of an interpersonal exchange. He valued them not only as trophies, but as a way of being intimate with the past. 
When Carl H. Pforzheimer died in 1957, his collection became an asset in the Carl and Lily Pforzheimer Foundation. It was moved from his home and established as an independent research facility. In 1986, the Pforzheimer Foundation gave the collection to the New York Public Library, and it became known as the Carl H. Pforzheimer Collection of Shelley and His Circle. Acceptance into public library collections exemplifies yet another transformation in the value of Romantic-period correspondence. The willingness of libraries to receive such letters indicates that earlier preservation efforts had been successful. It signals both their intrinsic value and their universal cultural appeal.
A further stage in the signalling of enduring cultural value is the preparation of scholarly editions. Fixing correspondence in printed form helps to guarantee its survival. It exposes the materials to larger numbers of people, and diffuses their physical manifestation in many locations. Carl H. Pforzheimer saw the value of such an undertaking in relation to his own collection. He employed Kenneth Neill Cameron to undertake a trophy catalogue, Shelley and his Circle, 1773–1822.  The work is a bibliographical hybrid: part catalogue, part collective biography, part social history, and part scholarly edition. Each item included — it is highly selective — is transcribed in full and accompanied by a scholarly commentary. Shelley and his Circle, lavish though it is, reduces the cost of access to the original items. 
Scholarly editions affirm and consolidate the canonical status of authors. The letters of almost every major literary figure in the English Romantic era are now available in scholarly format, together with those of many lesser-known authors who have come to prominence in recent years. Such projects present what may be definitive packaging efforts, and make available documents which were sometimes hidden from contemporaries. Large-scale editions of letters have provided the foundations for much of the rehistoricizing and contextualization of authors that have distinguished recent critical and interpretative study of the period. The reader who opens a scholarly edition of letters, now or in 100 years time, has the opportunity to experience something of the raw power of the original interpersonal communication.
In recent years, new technology has taken the democratization of letters a step further. Digital editions available to the general public include The Collected Letters of Robert Southey and The Correspondence of Amelia Alderson Opie. Some libraries have made facsimile images of original letters and searchable transcripts freely available online, notably Harvard University Library (Keats’s letters) and the University of Iowa (Leigh Hunt’s correspondence). In 2012 the New York Public Library released a free app, which makes it possible to download an image of a Godwin letter to an iPad. 
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